
bulb. When used merely for blowing out cuttinge, it is unntcessary to heat it,
except in cases of very sensitive teeth. Price, $3.50.

CODMAN & SHURTLEFFS

SALIVA PUMP.
This Saliva Pump is eecured

by the upholstery of the back of
the chair by the clamp and slid-
ing pins E F G. The curved
end of the bard rubber inouth
tube I is held in the mouth by
one hand of the patient and the

k goat-skin covered rubber bulb is
pressed by the other hand as
ofren as saliva accumulates to
any extent, causing it to flow
through the tube M into the

BOSTON. bottle. The bottle is readily
disengaged for the purpose of
emptying by unscrewing the
milled top B. The valves are
of hard rubber, and as they work
in the air only, never become
clogged. The saliva pump is
used by many leading dentists
throughout the United States
and recommended by them as
superior to al! others.

Price...... $8.00.

CO DMAN & SHURTLEFF'S

Adjustable Socket Handle.

For holding Goll Trimmers or any
G other small Ins:.rument securely.

t The adjustable part of the
handle A1 is made to grasp the

trimmer frý•mly by being drawn into the ferrule by a single turn of the milled
heqd. This socket proves very satisfactory, as it holds the instruments so firmly
that they will neither turn nor pull out with any force necessary to be used.

Price $1.50. Gold Trimniers to fit, per dozen. $4. For de:cription and culs oflgold trim-
mers, &e., adpated lu this handle, see circular, whtich will sent on application.

CODMAN & SHURTLEFF'S MOUTI MIRRORS.
Ian shumimttan, These extremnely

mouto.. convenient mir-
rors are of our

own manufacture; they are small round glasses, either plain or magnifying,
monunted in nickel-plated frames, and h ve long slender handles of ivory or
ebony.

The Mirrors themselves are coated with silver, and mounted intsucb a way as
to render them impervious to noistore ; their construction renders them uncom-


